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Let's face it, English is confusing, perhaps one of the most confusing languages in the world.

Anyone who has experienced learning English as a second language knows the many challenges

that conversational English presents. Just when you think that you have learned nearly perfect

English you find that conversational English is about as far from perfect as it gets. There are

numerous idioms, expressions, slang terms and catchphrases that pop up in everyday conversation

that can be confusing to anyone who didn't grow up "Speaking American". When we factor in that

there are both regional and generational variations and that the tone and body language that

accompany these sayings can completely change what they mean sometimes it seems like the

most difficult task in the world to determine what people are actually trying to say. While there are

plenty of ESL books out there, this book is meant to serve as both a handy reference for many

idioms in use today and a learning tool to help the listener learn and understand these common

expressions that are anything but common. Take a journey through the twists and turns of the

English language as we seek to clear things up a bit with this book. This book lists many of the

common expressions you will encounter when speaking with native English speakers in alphabetical

format, defines them, and offers real world examples to provide some context to the meaning. Sp,

let's explore the interesting, often misunderstood and sometimes completely nonsensical world of

idioms, expressions and common sayings of the English language.
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**This review is for the audiobook version on Audible**What a fabulous audiobook! What We Say in

the USA and What it Really Means!: English Idioms, Expressions, and Sayings by Michael N.

Jacobs, Narrated by Mike Norgaard is a book for English Language Learners who are ready to

advance their speaking to the next level by learning to correctly use (and understand) common

expressions that are used by many native English speakers across the United States. It could also

act as great supplemental resource in a high intermediate or advanced level ESL classroom. Native

English speakers, if you are anything like me and love learning about how languages work, you, too,

will enjoy this audiobook and find its contents quite interesting! :-)The organization is superb. Each

chapter is broken up by a letter in the alphabet, arranged chronologically. For each letter, a variety

of sayings/idioms are given that start with that particular letter or sound. For example, one of

sayings the letter D gives is "Devil's Advocate." The meaning is then defined to the listener and an

example is given of when the saying could be used, or possibly come up in conversation by using it

in a sentence, so the learner is able to hear it being applied to a real-life situation. I love that an

example is given for each expression because when learning something new, defining it isn't always

enough, especially when learning idioms! The English language has so many different rules to

follow that do not always make sense and don't always apply when you think they should, based on

the rule. For example, "i before e, except after c" is a rule for spelling in the English language, but do

you know there are more words that break the rule than there are that follow it? In fact, a study was

done awhile back and out of about 923 words with the "cie" spelling, only 44 of them follow the

rule?!!! That's horrible! This rule is basically useless and should not be taught! This book gives

various examples similar to that rule...Fat chance vs. Slim chance...how can opposites both mean

that something probably won't happen?! All I have to say is I feel blessed to be a native speaker of

the English language! These examples prove why a 2nd language learner must have a good grasp

on speaking the language before trying to use these common expressions, and why I say that this is

not a book for beginners. This is strictly my own personal opinion, but as a language teacher for the

past 18 years, I wouldn't start using or teaching these types of sayings to my students until they

could effectively communicate in the target language. Michael N. Jacob's writing is completely

accurate. This book is a little under an hour, giving plenty of time to learn a variety of idioms. There

were 2 of them that I have never heard of or used before, so I was able to learn something new, too!

The examples used are up to speed with how people speak today, and they were all presented in

the exact way I would use them. I didn't hear anything that was inaccurate. This is why I rated the

"Story" category a 5/5. The narration by Mike Norgaard is excellent! His speech is clear and his

pronouciation is perfect, making it easier for the listener to understand and learn how to use each of



these expressions. He keeps an academic tone throughout the entire book. It is his accuracy,

consistency, and easy to listen to voice that earns him the 5/5 star rating in the "Performance"

category. Overall, this audiobook deserves a 5/5! I really enjoyed listening and I feel it will be

beneficial to those willing to take on the challenge of advancing their English communication skills. I

think the length is perfect, as it does not overwhelm. I recommend the learner listens to it on audio,

rather than just reading it because being able to hear the correct pronunciation, accent, and tone of

the expressions said by a native English speaker, Mike Norgaard is more advantageous than

hoping you "get the big picture" when reading it to youself...hehee, see what I did there? :-) Plus,

being that this audiobook has excellent organization, the listener is able to easily pick up where they

left off or revisit specific sections they would like to go over again, or review. Thank you so much for

reading my review! I hope it was helpful. :-)
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